
 

Nature Clean Drive            

                                                                     

We are a group of 5 students aiming at creating awareness about the 
climatic conditions and terrestrial and aquatic lives changing for the 
worse. Initially, we planned about segregation of the household waste 
into 3 categories: plastics, paper and kitchen waste.

But we were unable to put our plan into  action from the last week of February 2020, due the 
Covid-19 situation, our country is under lockdown and conducting meetings and further planning 
was a highly difficult task. Like most of the countries, we are under lockdown. So, we were sure 
that majority of the people around the world would be glued to their mobile phones and passing 
time using social media. So we thought that spreading awareness through social media would be 
the next best step that we could take at this point of time.

One of the greatest disadvantages of the curfews and lockdowns around the world is that, as 
most people are at home, there will be a massive increase in the consumption of electricity 
and this will be a large loss for the world. Which only most of the global citizens will realize 
after the end of the pandemic. So to prevent that we have been spreading awareness among 
people to reduce the useage of electricity through social media. Our initial plan was to 
separate the biodegradable waste in our building in which we stay, for further use as manuare 
or other nature friendly articles, which would approximately  50 flats. 

To improvise our work of spreading awareness, we developed a website 
by name  https://climatetrackers.zyrosite.com.  And we made this 
website known to the public through social media. This website was 
loaded with information on environment &  climate.

Also, we created an Instagram account by the username 
bhavans_environtechs and started posting articles, videos, images 
with our aim of reducing different types of pollution and tips to 
improve climate, life on land and in water on a daily basis. 
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The ever changing climate is a real concern for us , so we 
decided to spread awareness and try  to find ways to reduce 
pollution of all forms.

Many  Aquatic creatures are largerly affected due to the consumption 
of plastic that are  disposed underwater . therefore aour main aim is 
to promote the recycling of  plastic waste, which was modified due to 
the covid 19 situation to spreading awareness  through social  media.  

Our main aim is spread awareness on reduction 
of poaching  on endangered animals  and to 
make human and animal life sustainable .

Aaron Anil Thomas Written, Digital submission, create Instagram &  posts 

Andriel Remi Developing website & Instagram Posts  

Joseph Joe Developing Website & Digital report 

Kevin Prince Developing Website & Digital report 

Kiran Varghese Cherian Developing Website &  Digital report 

Mohammed Mujtaba Ali Develop Logo,  Instagram Posts & Digital report  


